Art Hunt by bike
(you’ll need a pen & optionally paper + your favourite things to draw/paint with)

Decoding time
We will use the start of each answer to get us out of this muddle,

We seek out art everywhere we go. Today we’ll find one made 134 years ago.
First, take the card game that we go over and over again, finding ourselves back where we started.
It’s played at a place we must find, with clues to test your eyes and mind,

Except for the river we’ll take from the middle, before the double.
Follow this code and you will find the place and the painting.
But beware, there are two, this one was made in June.

On your ride along Throsby creek between two parks, from one with parallels to one that is smart.

Clues
(in order of your ride - record your answers as you go)
1

This is the park where we start - where music is made, and games are played

2

The type of ground we need to take care of, warned by a yellow diamond at the end of a bridge

3

An arrow points to a heart, but what is the street beyond?

4

There is an animal right up from Ted Prior at the end of the previous answer

5

Susan Morris made live what?
Extra clue for the creative: before you reach the lights, take a look to the right, to a place above Texas,
pictured amongst birds, fish and bikes
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Name of the artwork is:

(You may want to look this up online to see the picture)

Creative optional extra
Now you’ve found the painting it’s time to draw from this inspiration and this point of view.

6

The colour of paddles pointing up in an ocean created by Braddon Snape

Replace the place with the place you found before, go north of fresh seafood and draw from the shore.

7

The last of two names of an artist who painted two pictures older than the one we seek

(And if you can’t find the focus, look east of the beacon)

8

They have scurried across our coast with little claws long before Europeans arrived on our shores

9

What was the Hunter River originally called passing, mangroves and trees as it flows?

10

Wharves come and wharves go, and one was built in 1933 just east of this street

11

This lady has taken people where they need to go but now sits idly as waves go to and fro

12

Bullock was once this, but is no longer

13

Ask the tree roots and find out which Henry haunts a place of education

Notes…
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